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We present a calculation for the diffractive structure functions xpF
D(3)
T and xpF
D(3)
L at low values of Q
2
using an eikonal approximation. The non-perturbative model of the stochastic QCD vacuum is used to evaluate
the interactions between the quarks (antiquarks) and the color field. The diffractive final state contains only a
quark-antiquark pair. We show the behavior of the diffractive structure functions against β and Q2.
1. Introduction
A calculation for the diffractive structure func-
tions in a non-perturbative region using a leading
eikonal approximation schema [ 1] and the model
of the stochastic vacuum (MSV) [ 2, 3] is pre-
sented. The process under consideration is the
diffractive dissociation of a photon by a proton.
The proton is taken in a quark-diquark represen-
tation and at high energies the photon can be rep-
resented as a quark-antiquark pair. The quarks
and the diquark pick up an eikonal phase factor
in the vacuum background field and the interac-
tion is obtained by average over the vacuum field
by means of the MSV. If we draw the trajecto-
ries of the q− q¯ pair in a space-time diagram and
close the extremes to have a colorless object, we
get the so called Wegner-Wilson Loops.
2. Diffractive Structure Functions
We want to calculate the diffractive dissocia-
tion process (figure 1) where a virtual photon
scatters with a proton and in the final state we
get a proton + anything (X):
γ∗ + p→ p+X , (1)
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we describe the “anything” by a q − q¯ pair in a
color singlet state. In the center of mass frame the
initial transverse momentum of both photon and
proton is ~0, furthermore for the photon q+ and for
the proton p− become large. After the collision
the proton remains almost intact with momen-
tum p′ ≈ p and the photon dissociates in a quark
carrying a fraction z of the photon’s original mo-
mentum and an antiquark carrying the remaining
(1 − z) fraction of the momentum. This configu-
ration is very sensitive to the extreme kinematical
regions where the quark or the antiquark carries
most of the photon momentum i.e, z → 1, 0 [ 4].
Figure 1. Diffractive dissociation process.
The momentum transfer is purely transversal,
and it will be denoted by ~∆⊥.
We are working at ISR energies in s and in the
regime where s ≫ t with a momentum transfer
2|t| ≤ 1 GeV 2.
We define the following invariants:
s = W 2 = (p+ q)2 , (2)
t = (p′ − p)2 = ∆2⊥ , (3)
and the standard variables for diffraction:
xp =
Q2 +M2
Q2 +W 2
=
x
β
, x =
Q2
s
, (4)
β =
Q2
Q2 +M2
, (5)
where M2 is the invariant mass of the q − q¯ pair.
In a pomeron picture xp can be interpretated
as the momentum fraction of the pomeron within
the proton and β as the momentum fraction of
the struck quark within the pomeron.
The phase space is given by:
dΦ3 =
1
23(2π)5
Q2
2s
dxp
xp
dz
β
d2∆⊥ dθ~l , (6)
The cross section is
dσλ =
1
2s
∣∣T λ∣∣2 dΦ3 , (7)
and the scattering amplitude T λ, following [ 1, 5],
is given by
T λ = i2s(2π)
1
2
√
2z(1− z)
∫
d2b ei
~∆⊥·~b
×
∫
d2r⊥Ψ
λ
γ∗(z, r⊥)W (
~b, ~r⊥, z)e
−i~l· ~r⊥ , (8)
the index λ in the photon wave function
Ψλγ∗(z, r⊥) refers to its polarization (λ = 0 lon-
gitudinal, λ = ±1 transversal).
The function
W (~b, ~r⊥, z) =
∫
d2r2
4π
|ΨP (r2)|2 J˜
(
~r1, ~r2,~b, z
)
, (9)
involves the proton-dipole interaction and con-
tains the loop-loop scattering term J˜
(
~r1, ~r2,~b, z
)
which is evaluated in the MSV.
We take a Gaussian function for the proton
quark-diquark wave function
ΨP (r2) =
√
2
SP
e
−
r
2
2
4S2
P , (10)
and the photon wave function has the form given
in [ 6] according to light-cone perturbation theory.
Now, writing everything together and integra-
ting over ~∆⊥ and b we have
dσλ =
Q2
22(2π)2
dxp
xp
dz
β
dθ~p z(1− z) (11)
×
∫
d2b
∣∣∣∣
∫
d2r⊥Ψ
λ
γ∗(z, r⊥)W (
~b, ~r⊥, z)e
−i~l· ~r⊥
∣∣∣∣
2
.
With the usual definition of the structure func-
tions and taking into account the symmetries in
the angular integrations and the different polari-
zations we obtain:
a) Longitudinal case:
xPF
D(3)
L =
16
(2π)3
Q6
β
Nc
∫ 1
0
dz (z(1− z))3
×
∫ ∞
0
db b
∫ 2π
0
dθ
×
∣∣∣∣
∫
d2r1
4π
e
~l·~r1K0(ǫr1)W (~r1, b, z)
∣∣∣∣
2
. (12)
b) Transversal case:
xPF
D(3)
T =
4
(2π)3
Q6
β
Nc
∫ 1
0
dz (z(1− z))2
× (z2 + (1− z)2)
∫ ∞
0
db b
∫ 2π
0
dθ
×
∣∣∣∣
∫
d2r1
4π
eiθr1 e
~l·~r1K1(ǫr1)W (~r1, b, z)
∣∣∣∣
2
.(13)
where~l = ǫ
√
1−β
β
(
cos θ
sin θ
)
with ǫ =
√
z(1− z)Q2,
is the transverse momentum of the q − q¯ pair.
These results have the same structure as those
of Buchmu¨ller et al. [ 4], but we go further and
calculate the dipole-proton scattering in the MSV
and give numerical results.
33. Results
In this section we present the numerical evalua-
tion of equations (12) and (13). The error bars in
the plots come from the numerical computation.
We have taken the parameters of the model,
a = 0.31fm, < g2FF >= 3GeV 4, SP = 0.85fm
as in [ 7]. The structure functions are calculated
in the range from 1.0 to 12.0 GeV 2 for Q2. For
the β dependence we take values between 0.5 and
1.0 where the non-perturbative contribution be-
comes more important because the transverse mo-
mentum of the quarks gets small making that the
eikonal factors “feel” large transverse distances.
Since the extreme regions on the z integral and
small dipole radius might give an important con-
tribution we present also results using the modi-
fications to the model proposed by Ru¨ter [ 8].
For the behavior of the structure functions
against the photon’s momentum Q2 at fixed β =
0.65 we found out that the transversal structure
function, as shown in figure 2, gets constant at
big values of Q2 revealing a leading twist behav-
ior. The same Q2 independence can be seen for
different values of β.
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Figure 2. Transversal structure function for fixed β = 0.65
as a function of Q2 (In this and in the following plots the error
bars shown come from the numerical computation).
The longitudinal structure function (figure 3)
as a function of Q2 for fixed β = 0.65 has an im-
portant contribution at low values of Q2 and de-
creases with increasing Q2 showing a higher twist
behavior. The same behavior is observed for di-
fferent values of β.
The β dependence of the structure functions
at fixed values of Q2 is plotted in figure 4 for
Q2 = 4.5 GeV 2 and in figure 5 for Q2 =
12.0 GeV 2. The longitudinal structure func-
tion grows up with β whereas the transversal de-
creases. As β → 1 the longitudinal contribution
to xpF
D(3)
2 becomes important. These results are
not changed by the modifications introduced in
the model.
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Figure 3. Longitudinal structure function for fixed β = 0.65
as a function of Q2.
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Figure 4. xpFD(3)L (solid), xpF
D(3)
T
(dashed) and xpF
D(3)
2
(long dashed) for fixed Q2 = 4.5 GeV 2 as a function of β.
We also compared our predictions for xpF
D(3)
2
and xpF
D(3)
T with the experiment [ 9]. We see
that at Q2 = 4.5 GeV 2 (figure 6) we have a
4good agreement with experiment, but for Q2 =
12.0 GeV 2 (figure 7) the result of the no modi-
fied model is by a factor 2 to large. Introducing
modifications for small dipoles as proposed in ref
[ 8] leads however to very good agreement.
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Figure 5. xpFD(3)L (solid), xpF
D(3)
T
(dashed) and xpF
D(3)
2
(long dashed) for fixed Q2 = 12.0 GeV 2 as a function of β.
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Figure 6. xpFD(3)T in the non modified model (dashed),
xpF
D(3)
2 (long dashed) and xpF
D(3)
T
(solid) with modifica-
tions in the model for fixed Q2 = 4.5 GeV 2 [ 8] as a function
of β compared with experimental points (diamonds).
4. Conclusions
Our approach for calculating the diffractive
structure functions is similar to the semi-classical
approach of Buchmu¨ller et al. [ 4]. Our calcu-
lation reproduces the leading twist behavior for
xpF
D(3)
T , but gives a not negligible contribution
at β near 1. It was possible to get good agreement
with experiment introducing the modifications
presented in [ 8]. Further work to calculate the
structure functions for values of Q2 < 1.0 GeV 2
is in progress.
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Figure 7. xpFD(3)2 in the non modified model (dashed),
xpF
D(3)
2 (long dashed) and xpF
D(3)
T
(solid) with modifica-
tions in the model for fixed Q2 = 12.0 GeV 2 [ 8] as a function
of β compared with experimental points (diamonds).
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